
Thomas learns about his brother’s death and returns to their hometown, where Richard’s body will be sent. 
But he needs a few days to come to terms with some family secrets before the burial takes place. He needs 
to find peace. The time has come to forgive his brother for what he did to him as a child.
Thomas stays at a hotel run by Jeanne, Richard’s girlfriend where she and Lucas, a teenage orphan she has 
taken in, spent wonderful times with Richard. They still expect his return.
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‘‘Would it be rash to affirm that the real tragedy of our existences – normal, deep, everyday tragedy - only begins there where 
external adventures and dangers cease?’’
Maeterlinck
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Le Passager is a story of fraternity that never came to pass, fraternity broken one summer night along the seaside. Since then, silence has set in, heavy silence, causing unbearable 
and unspoken resentments to grow inside each of the two brothers. Then one day, it all blows up; one of the brothers commits suicide. But the one who remains will have to try and 
understand in order to survive, he will have to confront this silence.

In this film I would like to show that burying the past is a survival reflex that can lead to a dead end. I would like for it to be a contemporary and violent story, cruel and enlightening, 
a story that once unraveled could lead to new beginnings.

At the start, there is Thomas, the young father. The death of his brother, whom he has not seen in ten years, plunges him into his past, a past now classified as dead. But an old 
conflict resurfaces, a conflict that is certainly the true ‘‘skeleton in the closet’’. Far from his wife and child, he will attempt to straighten out his life, for he wants (perhaps unconsciously) 
to stop running. He arrives at the Hotel Marysol, returns to his hometown. The Road Movie is over, the real story can begin.

Jeanne, Lucas and Joseph are at the Hotel Sud. They are waiting for the return of Richard, who left one fine day without leaving an address. But Thomas shows up instead. It is as if 
Richard were finally giving his brother the love he was incapable of when he was alive: he gives him people to love. It is no longer a question of one person’s struggle against another, 
but rather of illustrating the miracle that takes place when these characters finally come back to life instead of waiting, as if their lives were on hold.

Le Passager is also the story about the discovery of a new brother. The transmission that did not exist between the two brothers will gradually take form between Thomas and the 
young Lucas. Lucas is the second point of view of the film. Between childhood and adulthood, Lucas represents life’s vital energy, he has the naive and irrevocable audacity of 
adolescence. Thomas will help him enter his adult life. As for Lucas, he bursts the bubble of unspoken resentments. His lightness and stubborn desire to live will help guide Thomas 
towards a new life.
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